May 31, 2022

James P. Sheesley
Assistant Executive Secretary
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
550 17th Street NW
Washington, DC 20429.


To Whom It May Concern:

On behalf of the Center for American Progress, I write to comment on the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation’s (FDIC) request for information titled Statement of Principles for Climate-Related Financial Risk Management for Large Financial Institutions (RFI).1 The Center for American Progress is an independent, nonpartisan policy institute that is dedicated to improving the lives of all Americans through bold, progressive ideas, as well as strong leadership and concerted action. We greatly appreciate the opportunity to comment on this document. The FDIC has rightly recognized that the “effects of climate change and the transition to a low carbon economy present emerging economic and financial risks that threaten the safety and soundness of financial institutions and the stability of the financial system,” and that “[w]eaknesses in how institutions identify, measure, monitor, and control the physical and transition risks associated with a changing climate could adversely affect a financial institution’s safety and soundness, as well as the overall financial system.”2

Additionally, we are pleased to see the FDIC make clear that its focus on climate-related financial risks is about safety and soundness concerns. The FDIC articulates the position that “climate-related financial risks have the potential to impact financial institutions and the economy through both macroeconomic and microeconomic factors.”3 We agree with this assessment and appreciate the explicit focus on safety and soundness as it permits the FDIC to use the full range of its regulatory and supervisory authorities to ensure that banks, thrifts, and other FDIC-supervised institutions (collectively, “banks”) take action to protect their operations and balance sheets. The FDIC also appropriately notes that “interconnections within the financial system can accelerate the spread of a climate related financial shocks, leading to potential contagion effects if institutions

2 Ibid, p. 19509.
3 Ibid, p. 19508.
experience shocks as a result of physical or transition risks.”

Again, we agree with this assessment.

In addition to the above comments, below are answers to questions the RFI poses.

**Question 1: What additional factors, for example asset size, location, and business model, should inform financial institutions' adoption of these principles?**

Although the FDIC limits its draft principles for climate-related financial risk management to banks “with over $100 billion in total consolidated assets,” the principles themselves are sufficiently high-level to apply to all banks, regardless of size, location, and business model. For example, the FDIC explains that “[a] financial institution’s board and management should demonstrate an appropriate understanding of climate-related financial risk exposures and their impact on risk appetite to facilitate oversight,” as well as that “[a] financial institution should employ a comprehensive process to identify emerging and material risks stemming from the institution’s business activities and associated exposures.” The FDIC notes that “all financial institutions, regardless of size, may have material exposures to climate-related financial risks,” and the principles articulated apply just as much to an institution with $500 billion in assets as one with $50 billion, $5 billion, or less.

While the FDIC should apply the *principles* to all institutions, it should differentiate in the *implementation* of these principles. Implementation will clearly differ based on factors the FDIC listed (i.e., asset size, location, business model) and others.

**Question 2: How could future guidance assist a financial institution in developing its climate-related financial risk management practices commensurate to its size, complexity, risk profile, and scope of operations?**

It is imperative that the FDIC provide institutions with the guidance they need to firmly understand and address their climate-related financial risks and explain how the FDIC intends to incorporate these risks into its examinations.

a. *The FDIC must explain how climate risks relate to traditional financial risks and help banks understand how to manage their climate-related financial risks.*

   The FDIC must continue to use guidance to describe the physical and transition risks associated with climate change and explain how those risks relate to traditional financial risks with which institutions are familiar (e.g., credit risk, market risk, liquidity risk, operational risk). As the Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC) recently noted, although these risks “will manifest in forms familiar to financial institutions[,] ... the nature of climate risks is less familiar.” Accordingly, the FDIC must provide in guidance

---

6 Ibid, p. 19510.
7 Ibid, p. 19509.
examples of each type of risk so bankers can truly understand the risks they face.\(^9\) For example:

- **Credit risk:** Institutions may see increased real estate losses due to hurricanes, agricultural loan losses due to drought, losses from fossil fuel companies as demand for greener products increases, or losses from borrowers in communities where the economy is dependent on the fossil fuel industry.
- **Market risk:** Institutions may see losses due to agricultural commodity price increases due to crop damage or increased costs of capital if shareholders and bondholders withdraw financing because of a bank’s climate-related risks.
- **Liquidity risk:** Institutions may see lower liquidity as natural disasters losses impair the value of long-term assets or disrupt short-term funding sources.
- **Operational risk:** Institutions may cease operating for a period of time if they lose power as a result of storms disabling the power grid.
- **Reputational risk:** Institutions may face increased costs of capital if potential shareholders and bondholders shift funding away from firms known to fund fossil fuel producers.

The FDIC must also explain to institutions how many of these risks are interconnected and that a bank may face multiple climate-related financial risks at once from the same or different counterparties (e.g., institutions may face credit risk from agricultural borrowers at the same time as they face market risk from increased agricultural commodity prices). It must also stress that transition risk may come from both governmental activities (e.g., new statutes or regulations) and from private actors (e.g., shifts in investor preferences).

Further, the FDIC must use guidance to help banks understand how best to manage their climate-related financial risks. Although the FDIC should not mandate particular risk-reducing activities, it should help institutions understand options for reducing, mitigating, or otherwise managing their climate-related risks. These options could include, among others, incorporating climate-related financial risk management practices in all business lines, creating procedures by which climate-related issues may be escalated to the management or board level, and assisting counterparties in developing their own climate-related risk management or transition plans.

To both highlight climate-related financial risks and help banks manage those risks, the FDIC should use existing publications and activities such as the Quarterly Banking Profile, periodic Risk Reviews, and the Community Banking Research Program to understand, identify, and articulate the seriousness of its climate concerns.

\(b.\) **The FDIC must provide guidance as to how climate-related financial risks fit into the CAMELS framework.**

The FDIC uses the Uniform Financial Institutions Rating System, better known as CAMELS, “for evaluating the soundness of financial institutions on a uniform basis and for
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identifying those institutions requiring special supervisory attention or concern.”

FDIC examiners assign banks a score of 1 to 5 on six components (“capital adequacy, asset quality, management capability, earnings quantity and quality, the adequacy of liquidity, and sensitivity to market risk”) and provide an overall composite score. Banks take their CAMELS ratings very seriously, and regulators use them to decide whether a bank holding company can engage in non-banking financial activities and how much to charge for insurance premiums.

The Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council (FFIEC) has provided guidance on what factors examiners should consider when evaluating banks for each component, and climate risk may be easily incorporated. The FDIC should issue guidance explaining how its examiners will incorporate climate-related financial risks into its CAMELS ratings. For example, the FFIEC guidance explains that examiners should consider “balance sheet composition, including the nature and amount of intangible assets, market risk, concentration risk, and risks associated with nontraditional activities” when determining a bank’s Capital Adequacy score. Accordingly, the FDIC could explain that examiners may consider whether its assets are at risk of losing value as markets transition away from fossil fuels. Similarly, the FFIEC guidance explains that examiners should consider “the adequacy of, and conformance with, appropriate internal policies and controls addressing the operations and risks of significant activities” to determine a bank’s Management score, and examiners may consider whether the bank has sufficient policies addressing climate-related financial risk.

c. The FDIC must update its examination manuals to incorporate climate-related financial risks.

The FDIC maintains several different examination manuals, including its Risk Management Manual of Examination Policies, its Consumer Compliance Examination Manual, and its Trust Examination Manual. Although these manuals are drafted to aid examiners in evaluating banks’ safety and soundness, institutions themselves rely on these manuals to understand the FDIC’s and examiners’ expectations of them. Accordingly, the FDIC should update these manuals to ensure that climate-related financial risk is referenced as appropriate and in a timely manner. Additionally, if the FDIC determines it is


14 Ibid, p. 67027.


necessary to employ examiners focused on climate-related financial risks, it should consider issuing an exam manual dedicated to that topic.

d. The FDIC must tailor guidance.

As the FDIC articulates new climate related principles and expectations for how institutions will implement those principles, it should consider (on a document-by-document basis) whether or how those principles or expectations may be tailored to institutions’ business lines or sizes. The FDIC should also consider whether institutions with particular business lines or institutions that operate in particular locations require tailored guidance. For example, institutions with high concentrations of mortgage loans will have different risk profiles from institutions with high concentrations of agricultural loans, and institutions with high concentrations of mortgage loans in one area of the country will have different risk profiles from institutions in others. The FDIC should tailor its expectations for how institutions will mitigate their risks faced, and it would be appropriate for the FDIC to issue guidance specifying what those tailored expectations are.

e. The FDIC must tailor examiners’ interactions with banks.

Just as the FDIC should tailor its written guidance, its examiners’ interactions with institutions should be similarly tailored. Some of the largest institutions are keenly aware of their climate risks and began taking steps to mitigate those risks even before the FDIC issued its guidance. For these institutions, examiners’ climate-related responsibilities should be focused on, for example, ensuring that institutions’ managements have put forth policies and procedures based on the most recent science, and that staff comply with those policies and procedures. However, for smaller institutions that may not have the resources to begin adapting to the realities of climate change, examiners should have conversations with institutions’ boards and management so that they understand their institutions face climate-related risks and have basic information as to the range of possible responses.

f. The FDIC must require that banks fulfill their public commitments.

We strongly support the FDIC’s statement that, “where institutions engage in public communication of their climate-related strategies, boards and management should ensure that any public statements about an institution’s climate related strategies and commitments are consistent with their internal strategies and risk appetite statements.” Although the FDIC cannot legally mandate that institutions make specific public commitments regarding their loan portfolios, it should require that when institutions articulate measurable targets that they also take the steps necessary to adhere to those targets.

When an institution fails to adhere to its public commitments on climate change, it could face losses for both reputational and legal reasons. First, institutions that make extensive climate commitments, such as commitments to be net zero by 2050, may lose customers if they fail to make significant progress on those commitments, as individuals who choose their banks based in part on climate pledges may move their business away
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18 For example, six U.S.-headquartered global systemically important banks have joined the Net-Zero Banking Alliance. See Net-Zero Banking Alliance, “Members,” available at https://www.unepfi.org/net-zero-banking/members/ (last accessed May 2022).
from institutions that fail to make progress on their commitments. Second, publicly traded institutions that make climate commitments may face litigation under the securities laws for making materially false statements if they similarly fail to make significant progress on those commitments. To help institutions avoid losses from these risks, the FDIC should make clear that institutions that make public climate commitments must develop and implement credible strategies for fulfilling those commitments.

Importantly, those strategies should not rely on carbon offsets, which are “tradable ‘rights’ or certificates linked to activities that lower the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere.” Not only is there deep concern that many carbon offsets, as currently designed, do not work, but regulators with jurisdiction over carbon markets may bring enforcement actions against sellers of offsets for fraud, severely limiting the supply and increasing the price of legitimate offsets. To the extent institutions wish to rely on carbon offsets to meet their commitments, the FDIC should ensure that efforts are in place to substantiate that those offsets result in the removal of carbon from the atmosphere.

**Question 3: What challenges do financial institutions face in incorporating these draft principles into their risk management systems? How should the FDIC further engage with financial institutions to understand those challenges?**

In our interactions with banks, the primary challenge they face is with obtaining data with which to effectively understand their climate-related financial risks. Accordingly, the FDIC should provide guidance as to what types of information may be useful in helping institutions understand their climate risks as well as how banks may obtain this information.

In order to fully understand their counterparties’ and their own operations’ climate-related financial risks, banks will need asset-specific data and metrics that are forward-looking. Banks will need information both from counterparties and from public sources to fully understand their exposure to climate-related financial risks.

When making loans, banks typically rely on information disclosed by borrowers, and banks should request climate-related information from their counterparties. The Securities and Exchange Commission’s (SEC) proposed climate disclosure rule provides good examples of the types of information that banks should be requesting from their borrowers, including information about how corporate borrowers’ governance policies

---


21 Todd Phillips, “A Climate and Competition Agenda for the Commodity Futures Trading Commission,” American Progress, February 1, 2022, available at [https://www.americanprogress.org/article/a-climate-and-competition-agenda-for-the-commodity-futures-trading-commission/](https://www.americanprogress.org/article/a-climate-and-competition-agenda-for-the-commodity-futures-trading-commission/). (”The CFTC has jurisdiction over carbon offsets through its authority to address fraud and market manipulation in spot commodity markets...and it can hold offset issuers accountable if they promise carbon reductions that do not, or simply cannot, occur.”).

account for climate risks; the climate-related physical and transition risks reasonably likely to have a material impact on borrowers' current and expected assets and operations; borrowers' strategies for addressing those risks; borrowers' Scopes 1, 2, and 3 greenhouse gas emissions (excluding offsets or renewable energy credits); and any other risks that may affect borrowers' creditworthiness in the future. This requested information should relate to both physical- and transition-related risks. Banks should also request geolocation information for significant borrower infrastructure (including significant infrastructure up and down the value chain) and information about whether borrowers have applied for climate-related insurance but have been rejected.

In addition to information provided by borrowers, banks should consider using publicly available data. Useful data sources include publicly traded borrowers' climate-related securities disclosures, borrowers' competitors' climate-related securities disclosures, location-specific climate projections, and information regarding climate risks to borrowers' value chains. Importantly, banks cannot simply rely on historical data to project future trends in climate change; climate events are occurring and intensifying in a nonlinear fashion and will continue to do so into the future. Finally, banks should also consider using independent consultants who have climate-related expertise and knowledge about borrowers' business sectors.

**Question 4: Would regulations or guidelines prescribing particular risk management practices be helpful to financial institutions as they adjust to doing business in a changing climate?**

The FDIC should consider issuing standards under section 39 of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act relating to how banks manage their climate-related financial risks. Section 39 allows the FDIC to "prescribe standards relating to," among other things, banks' "internal controls, information systems, and internal audit systems;" "loan documentation;" credit underwriting;" and "other operational and managerial standards as the [FDIC] determines to be appropriate" to ensure banks' safety and soundness. If a bank fails to adhere to promulgated standards, the FDIC may require the bank to submit and follow a plan specifying actions it "will take to correct the deficiency."

It is important that the FDIC prescribe standards that "invoke[] some underlying purpose," rather than one that "has a definite factual trigger."
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such standards allow examiners "to identify and address problems at insured depository institutions before capital becomes impaired... without dictating how institutions must be managed and operated."\textsuperscript{27}

The benefit of issuing standards under section 39 are three-fold. First, doing so would help banks understand the standard by which examiners will hold them. One study found that this type of guidance "is a much-needed resource that [regulated parties] would not want to do without—and may actively demand” as it can be used to “clarify vague legislative rules” or statutes without necessitating an enforcement action.\textsuperscript{28} Second, issuing section 39 standards would provide FDIC examiners a clearly legal means for requiring banks to make necessary changes with a clear mechanism for appealing such determinations.\textsuperscript{29} Finally, issuing these standards under section 39 would make clear that climate-related financial risks are a safety and soundness concern. Some legislators have indicated that they believe efforts by the FDIC and other banking regulators to address climate-related financial risks are simply “advocating a certain set of social policies” such as "addressing global warming or advancing so-called racial justice,”\textsuperscript{30} but courts can review actions under section 39 to ensure that they address only valid safety and soundness concerns.

Note, however, that standards issued as guidelines under section 39 are little different from other guidance documents the FDIC could issue, except that they are more vulnerable to being overturned by Congress under the Congressional Review Act. The FDIC could accomplish the same goals with other guidance not issued under section 39.\textsuperscript{31}

**Question 5:** What specific tools or strategies have financial institutions used to successfully incorporate climate-related financial risks into their risk management frameworks?

No response to question 5.

**Question 6:** How do financial institutions determine when climate-related financial risks are material and warrant greater than routine attention by the board and management?

No response to question 6.

\textsuperscript{27} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{28} Nicholas R. Parrillo, “Federal Agency Guidance: An Institutional Perspective,” Administrative Conference of the United States, October 12, 2017, p. 35, available at https://www.acus.gov/sites/default/files/documents/parrillo-agency-guidance-final-report.pdf; See also Phillips, “In Support of Supervisory Guidance,” p. 9. (Guidance “gives banks the clarity they desire that may not be available from reviewing the text of a statute—and without their regulator having to begin an enforcement action against one institution to put the rest of the industry on notice.”)
Question 7: What time horizon do financial institutions consider relevant when identifying and assessing the materiality of climate-related financial risks?

No response to question 7.

Question 8: What, if any, specific products, practices, and strategies—for example, insurance or derivatives contracts or other capital market instruments—do financial institutions use to hedge, transfer, or mitigate climate-related financial risks?

Banks can use insurance and derivatives to hedge their climate-related risks at both the loan and portfolio level. However, banks and regulators must recognize that hedging cannot remove risk entirely from their balance sheets; any contract to transfer credit risk to another entity gives rise to counterparty risk because the counterparty may fail to fulfill their side of the contract.

Banks face different risks from hedging strategies at both the loan and portfolio level. At the loan level, banks frequently require borrowers to obtain and maintain insurance coverage for the duration of their loan—for example, residential mortgage borrowers are required to obtain homeowners insurance upon loan closure. However, as areas become more subject to the catastrophic effects of climate change, such as with changing flood maps, borrowers may be subject to increased premiums or even discontinued coverage, leaving them without insurance. At the portfolio level, banks can use catastrophe insurance, climate bonds, and various derivatives to hedge their climate-related financial risks. However, it is easy to imagine banks entering into weather derivative contracts only to find that their counterparty’s balance sheet is negatively correlated with the risk it is insuring against and could fail at just the time that the banks need protection. Such a situation does not entirely remove risk from individual banks’ balance sheets but instead removes the credit risk and applies counterparty risk.

The use of insurance or derivatives to hedge risk also raises systemic risk concerns. Just as how in the leadup to the 2008 financial crisis many large financial institutions relied on credit risk protection offered by AIG, one can imagine many large banks today relying on a single institution for climate-risk protection. If those banks all rely on one insurer and that insurer does not have a sufficiently strong balance sheet, none would be fully protected.

Accordingly, the FDIC must understand what climate-risk insurance coverage is being provided to banks, who is providing that coverage, and whether insurers’ balance sheets are in any way correlated with the banks for which they are providing coverage. To the extent that many banks have counterparty risk with a single counterparty, FSOC

should consider whether to designate that firm as systemically important and subject to enhanced prudential standards.

**Question 9:** What, if any, climate-related financial products or services—for example, “green bonds,” derivatives, dedicated investment funds, or other instruments that take climate-related considerations into account—do financial institutions offer to clients and customers? What risks, if any, do these products or services pose?

No response to question 9.

**Question 10:** How do financial institutions currently consider the impacts of climate-related financial risk mitigation strategies and financial products on households and communities, specifically LMI and other disadvantaged communities? Should the agencies modify existing regulations and guidance, such as those associated with the Community Reinvestment Act, to address the impact climate-related financial risks may have on LMI and other disadvantaged communities?

The FDIC’s principles note that climate change “could include potentially disproportionate impact on the financially vulnerable, including low- to moderate-income (LMI) and other disadvantaged households and communities,” and, accordingly, it is especially important that the FDIC help ensure institutions continue to provide services to these households and communities. Although there may be additional means of tackling this, the FDIC should take three specific actions.

First, the FDIC should work with the other federal banking agencies to update their Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) rules to ensure that credit flows to LMI and other disadvantaged communities to help these communities reduce their fossil fuel emissions and protect themselves from climate impacts. Currently, banking deserts—often in central cities and rural areas—are excluded from the benefits promised by the CRA because they are not in any institution’s assessment area. The FDIC should update its CRA regulations to ensure that institutions with a nationwide presence direct investment into all underserved communities, not only those surrounding physical branches. Further, the FDIC should explore a climate resilience and environmental justice finance mandate for the CRA, which would give institutions credit for providing loans for projects such as energy efficient and climate resilient affordable housing, installation of community solar energy projects, and others.

Second, the FDIC must ensure that banks consider whether their climate risk mitigation efforts have fair lending implications and must ensure agency examiners and enforcement officials can sufficiently identify issues that may result in discrimination. A number of laws to which banks are subject—including the Equal Credit Opportunity Act,
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the Fair Housing Act, Community Reinvestment Act, and regulations thereunder—prohibit discrimination based on several protected characteristics.37

Discrimination may be demonstrated through not only “[o]vert evidence of disparate treatment,” but also “[e]vidence of disparate impact.”38 Disparate treatment occurs “when a lender openly discriminates on a prohibited basis,” whereas disparate impact occurs when “a lender applies a racially or otherwise neutral policy or practice equally to all credit applicants, but the policy or practice disproportionately excludes or burdens certain persons on a prohibited basis.”39

It is particularly important for banks to ensure that climate risk mitigation efforts do not discriminate against the borrowers who are already disproportionately impacted by climate change. Unfortunately, impacts from climate change pose one such risk, as climate-induced or -exacerbated natural disasters and sea level rise has been found to disproportionately affect low-income communities and communities of color.40 A literature review conducted by staff of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York found “that regions of the United States that are home to above-average shares of low-income and minority groups are likely to suffer the greatest meteorological effects of climate change.”41 Even more, it found “that low-income and minority Americans are limited in how they may adapt to climate change because they have less access to insurance and are less likely to have access to credit when needed.”42

Accordingly, the FDIC should consider providing guidance to explain how banks could inadvertently engage in discriminatory practices when addressing climate-related financial risks in order to ensure continued access to credit for climate-affected communities. The FDIC should also instruct agency examiners and enforcement officials to recognize that discrimination can occur as banks begin taking steps to address climate risks.

Finally, the FDIC should issue guidance detailing how institutions may continue extending credit to vulnerable communities in a safe and sound manner. The FDIC should

41 Ibid.
particularly focus on how institutions may safely lend for the purchase and installation of residential solar panels, which are the types of high-dollar, long-term, uncollateralized loans that institutions are traditionally reticent to make.

**Question 11:** What, if any, specific climate-related data, metrics, tools and models from borrowers and other counterparties do financial institutions need to identify, measure, monitor, and control their own climate-related financial risks? How do financial institutions currently obtain this information? What gaps and other concerns are there with respect to these data, metrics, tools or models?

When making loans, banks typically rely on information disclosed by borrowers, and banks should request climate-related information from their counterparties. The Securities and Exchange Commission’s (SEC) proposed climate disclosure rule provides good examples of the types of information that banks should be requesting from their borrowers, including information about how corporate borrowers’ governance policies account for climate risks; the climate-related physical and transition risks reasonably likely to have a material impact on borrowers’ current and expected assets and operations; borrowers’ strategies for addressing those risks; borrowers’ Scopes 1, 2, and 3 greenhouse gas emissions (excluding offsets or renewable energy credits); and any other risks that may affect borrowers’ creditworthiness in the future. This requested information should relate to both physical- and transition-related risks. Banks should also request geolocation information for significant borrower infrastructure (including significant infrastructure up and down the value chain) and information about whether borrowers have applied for climate-related insurance but have been rejected.

**Question 12:** How could existing regulatory reporting requirements be augmented to better capture financial institutions’ exposure to climate-related financial risks?

Public disclosure is an important facet of bank regulation to ensure safety and soundness. The Basel Committee on Bank Supervision explains that disclosure “seek[s] to provide market participants with sufficient information to assess an … active bank’s material risks and capital adequacy,” and the FSOC notes that “[p]ublic, high-quality climate-related disclosures by companies that … are regulated as a financial institution … will better inform investors and market participants about the climate-related risks to those entities.”44 Providing disclosure of climate-related risks can help investors make better capital allocation decisions and can enable them to assist bank managements managers in instituting improved risk management practices. It can also help regulators and investors understand where the banking industry as a whole is making loans.

The FSOC notes that “[g]aps in disclosure … exist with respect to banks,” as “[b]ank and savings and loan holding companies not subject to SEC filing requirements represent 3,855 entities with about $3.1 trillion in total assets,” and “the majority of banks that are not part of a holding company are exempt from SEC-related disclosures,” and that bank
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43 Securities and Exchange Commission, “The Enhancement and Standardization of Climate-Related Disclosures for Investors.”
Consolidated Reports of Condition and Income (call reports) "could benefit from further enhancement and integration with other data sources."

The FDIC should work with the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC) and Federal Reserve Board to amend their call reports and any other required reports to include relevant fields related to banks’ climate-related financial risks. At minimum, line items should be added to each applicable schedule that detail banks’ loans for or securities backing fossil fuel exploration, extraction, and electricity generation; for or backing assets subject to physical risk (broken out by type of weather event); and for or backing assets subject to transition risk.

In addition to these particular line items, the FDIC should also consider providing methods or standards by which banks can account for their greenhouse gas emissions. The Partnership for Carbon Accounting Financials (PCAF), for example, has developed standards by which banks and other financial institutions can calculate their financed emissions. While we do not necessarily recommend that the FDIC adopt the PCAF standards outright—we believe that having regulators write standards themselves “avoid[s] the potential legal, policy, and administrative risks of delegating that authority to a third party” while still relying on “[p]rivate standard-setters [to] help advance the techniques and science behind standards and develop best practices”—we do think that some standards should be articulated to ensure reliable, consistent, and comparable disclosures between institutions.

Questions 13 and 14: How do financial institutions use climate scenario models, analysis, or tools and what challenges do they face? What factors are most salient for the FDIC to consider when designing and executing scenario analysis exercises?

We appreciate the FDIC’s commitment to ensuring the largest banks conduct some form of climate scenario analysis. Scenario analysis, which the FDIC describes as an “exercise[] used to conduct a forward-looking assessment of the potential impact on an institution of changes in the economy, financial system, or the distribution of physical hazards resulting from climate-related risks,” is important in that it can help banks understand their susceptibility to climate change risks.

In addition to institutions with assets above $100 billion, mid-size, regional banks should be required to undertake climate-related scenario analyses as well. Regional banks, with portfolios that may not be as diversified as those of larger institutions, may experience higher rates of failure and branch closures as a consequence of natural disasters that affect only one geographic area. Accordingly, safety and soundness concerns necessitate climate scenario analyses for mid-size institutions, though those analyses may not need to be as rigorous as the ones for larger banks so long as they help institutions gain a better understanding of the climate risks they face.

When developing climate scenario analysis guidance, we encourage the FDIC to keep in mind several key points.

a. **The FDIC must begin conducting scenario analyses quickly, and the first scenarios may be somewhat simplistic.**

   It is important for institutions to begin conducting their analyses quickly in order to learn from them and take action as soon as possible. To that end, it is not necessary that the FDIC’s initial scenarios be perfect. Just as with the Dodd-Frank Act Stress Tests and the Federal Reserve’s Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review, scenario analysis is an evolving effort that will improve after each iteration. We expect the first scenarios provided by the FDIC to be somewhat simplistic and to become more comprehensive as the FDIC and banks learn from prior years’ analyses and as climate scientists gather additional information.

b. **The FDIC must provide multiple scenarios to banks describing orderly and disorderly transitions.**

   The FDIC must provide at least three common scenarios to banks:

   1. One that provides for an orderly transition that “assume[s] climate policies are introduced early and become gradually more stringent” and “[b]oth physical and transition risks are relatively subdued;”
   2. One that provides for a disorderly transition that assumes “higher transition risk due to policies being delayed or divergent across countries and sectors;” and
   3. One that provides a hot-house scenario that “[a]ssume[s] that some climate policies are implemented in some jurisdictions, but global efforts are insufficient to halt significant global warming,” and “[c]ritical temperature thresholds are exceeded leading to severe physical risks and irreversible impacts like sea-level rise.”

   These scenarios should provide for a broad range of plausible outcomes with respect to global emissions, tipping points, and the speed with which the global transition to clean energy, and should set short-, medium-, and long-term analysis windows of 3-5 years, 5-10 years, and 30 years.

   The FDIC’s scenarios must account for the correlated nature of physical and transition risks. These risks can manifest themselves not just as discrete events, but also as events occurring in series and in parallel. For example, natural disasters can cause physical damage that consequently result in productivity losses, and technological innovations that reduce dependency on fossil fuels can beget further innovations.

   Lastly, the FDIC should also look to other jurisdictions and U.S. regulatory agencies for input on its scenarios, though it need not harmonize with those other jurisdictions. We recommend the FDIC utilize the scenarios for the National Climate Assessment as a basis
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for its initial scenarios, as well as resources developed by other federal agencies, such as the Environmental Protection Agency’s summaries of research investigating the sectoral impacts of climate change. The FDIC can also base its initial scenarios off the work of the Network for Greening the Financial System and other jurisdictions that have begun conducting their own climate scenario analyses, including the European Central Bank, the Bank of England, the Bank of Canada, the Hong Kong Monetary Authority, and others.

c. The FDIC must ensure banks’ models are sufficiently rigorous and avoid obvious pitfalls.

The FDIC—through the use of guidance and examinations—must ensure that banks’ models are sufficiently rigorous so as to be useful. There are several key points that the FDIC must ensure banks consider. First, banks should not be allowed to “model shop.” The climate scenario analysis process is about helping banks understand their climate-related financial risks—not about optimizing capital, penalizing institutions, or appeasing regulators. To that end, the process of creating or identifying a model is itself just as important as the outcome, and model shopping to attain the “optimal” outcome should be discouraged. Additionally, models should be sector- and location-specific and that the assumptions made by banks’ models should be clear and transparent. Some sectors will be less susceptible to climate-related financial risks than others even if they are in the same location, and data sources that aggregate information can mask important variations in data. Similarly, it is imperative that banks understand any assumptions that are baked into the models they use so bankers and the FDIC understand where models’ blind spots may be. Finally, models must most take into consideration network effects within the financial sector, as institutions may face rapid asset repricing that affects not only asset owners but holders of those owners’ securities or debt. Additionally, banks may face runs and the banking system as a whole may experience contagion and overall instability. Models must take these considerations into account.

***

Thank you again for the opportunity to comment on the RFI.

Sincerely,

Mr. Todd Phillips
Director, Financial Regulation and Corporate Governance
202.495.3699 [direct]

tphillips@americanprogress.org